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ABSTRACT

We study the compression problem of visual scenes acquired with
a camera for transmission or storage. Our proposed model is gen-
eral and includes two well-known cases: that of video codingand
that of lightfield rendering data compression. Those two examples
are related in that both are characterized by two sources of com-
plexity: the camera motion, and the scenes being acquired. The
main difference of the two is in how the complexity of the cam-
era is coded. We propose a simplified model which includes the
main characteristics of the general problem. Based on this,we do
theoretical analysis, develop simple codes, and show experimental
results.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of efficiently compressing visual data arises insev-
eral applications. Compression is needed to reduce the large amount
of information intrinsic to such data. Often, visual scenesacquired
by a moving camera tend to be very redundant, for example due to
static background.

The problem can be posed as shown in Fig. 1. In it we show
the compression problem that we seek to study. There is a world
or “reality” (e.g, panorama images, objects, moving objects), and
a camera that generates a “view of reality”. This “view of reality”
(e.g. a video sequence) is coded with a source coder with infinite
or finite memory, giving an average rate ofR bits. This bitstream
is decoded with a decoder with infinite or finite memory to recon-
struct a view of reality that should be close to the original one in
the MSE sense.

The camera acquires samples of theplenoptic function[1].
The plenoptic function describes the light intensity passing through
every viewpoint, in every direction, for all time, and for every
wavelength. Thus, the samples of the plenoptic function canbe
used to reconstruct a view of reality at the decoder.

In this paper we study the information rates of the plenoptic
function. We propose a model that contains the main ingredients
of the general case (Fig. 1), but is simple enough that we can derive
coding bounds. The model encompasses two known cases: that of
video coding, and that of lightfield rendering. For the two cases
we derive some coding bounds and propose codes to achieve those
bounds.

1.1. A Simple Model

A simplified model for the framework described in Fig. 1 can be
as follows. Consider a camera moving in a random walk man-
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Fig. 1. The problem under consideration. There is a world
and a camera that produces a “view of reality” that needs to
be coded with finite or infinite memory.

ner, and an infinite wall in front of it (Fig. 2). The infinite wall
represents the scene that is projected into a screen in frontof the
camera path (i.e. we ignore occlusion) and the random walk is
a simple stochastic model for an ensemble of camera movements
and it includes the camera panning as special cases.
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Fig. 2. Model for theR(D) function of the plenoptic func-
tion. The wall is assumed infinite; in the simplest of cases it
is simply a strip with pixels following an i.i.d. process with
a known marginal distribution.

The simplest nontrivial model for the wall is that of a strip of
pixels following some particular i.i.d. distribution. Therandom
process on the wall is denoted byX = (Xj : j ∈ N) and is
i.i.d. following some probability law (e.g.Xj ∼ Bern(1/2)). We



denote the random walk bytn :=
Pn

j=0 Wj where(Wj : j ∈ N)
is an i.i.d. process with the Bernoulli distribution over the values
{−1, +1}. The walk and the wall are assumed to be independent.
We also assume that the camera or “reader” sees, at each tick of
the random walk, a block of samples from the wall. This results
in a vector process indexed by the random walk. We denote this
process byX̃ = (X̃n : n ∈ N), where each̃Xn is defined as

X̃n := (Xtn−m, · · · , Xtn , · · · , Xtn+m).

There are two cases to consider. The first one is the video cod-
ing case, where both the sequence and states/positions in which
the blocks occur are important. The second is the“recordingre-
ality” case, where the sequenceWn is not crucial, as long as the
decoder is able to reproduce the scene acquired. Note that the pro-
cessX̃ is redundant, in the sense that similar blocks are sampled
more than once. Thus in the second process, only the informa-
tion occurring on new states (i.e. statestn that have not occurred
before) is important. Consider a sample path of the random walk
(t0(ω), t1(ω), . . .). Associated with the sequencetn(ω) is a sub-
sequencetnj

(ω) consisting of new states only. That is, we remove
the repetitions and leave only “innovation states”. Thus, in this se-
quence, we have thattnj

(ω) 6= tni
(ω) for 0 ≤ i < j. Formally,

we define the following random subsequence of indexes:

n0 = 0

nj = min{n > nj−1 : tn 6= tni
, 0 ≤ i < j}, for j > 0.

This recursive definition results in a new vector process that we
call theinnovation process, which is denoted by

Y = (Yj := X̃nj
: j ∈ N).

The goal in this simple model is to encode the process of the
“reader”, which represents the camera, in such a way that there-
ceiver end, or the “writer”, is able to reproduce the wall exactly, or
within some distortion.

We next consider the problem of enconding the two instances
of the problem, represented by the processesX̃ andY.

2. THE VIDEO CODING CASE

Consider the process̃X . We want to characterize the coding lim-
its of this process. For simplicity, we assume that eachWn is
available at the encoder (in practice, if the wall distribution is con-
tinuous, thenWn can be easily found fromXtn ). Thus we want to
find the rate distortion functionR(D) whereD is the per sample
average distortion:

D = lim
N→∞

1
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Suppose we have available a source code such that for a given
distortionD, the code attains a rateRX (D) when coding the i.i.d.
processX . Then, we can employ the following strategy for the
video coding case: At statetn, outputWn. If tn is a new state, then
output and encode the innovation sample with the given source
code (use a buffer if needed). For this simple coding strategy we
can evaluate the operating rate-distortion precisely.

Proposition 1 Consider the camera device following a discrete
random walk whereWn ∼ Bern(p). Denote the total number of
bits spent up to theN -th reading byRcum(D, N). Then we have
that

Rcum(D, N) = NH(p) + RX (D)

 
NX

n=0

Pnew(n)

!
,

wherePnew(n) is the probability that then-th state of the
random walk is a new state. Moreover, ifp = 1/2, we further
conclude that the average rate is given by

lim
N→∞

Rcum(D, N)

N
= H(1/2) = 1. (2)

Proof: See [2]�.
Thus, in the symmetric random walk coding scenario, eventu-

ally what is coded is essentially just the random sequence ofstates.
In that context, the actual performance of the source code iseven-
tually irrelevant. Note that in (2) it is crucial that the random walk
is symmetric. At the other extreme, if the probability of state tran-
sition isp = 0, then it is obvious that the average rate is given by
the rate-distortion of the source. Thus we have two extreme cases
characterized by the maximum and minimum random walk (cam-
era) complexity. The underlying assumption for such a code is that
the coder has the ability to infer whether each state is new ornot.
That requires infinite memory. Consequently this bound provides
a limit to what can be achieved by any coder under the model’s
scenario.

3. THE “RECORDING REALITY CASE”

In the “recording reality” case there is no need to transmit the ran-
dom walk values, as long as one is able to reproduce the “view of
reality” within some distortion. Thus, we need only to consider
the snapshots and states that contain new information. The goal is
to encode the process of the “reader”, which represents the cam-
era, in such a way that the receiver end, or the “writer”, is able to
reproduce the wall exactly, or within some distortion. Thus, our
goal is to code the process

Z =
�
Zj = (tnj

, Yj) : j ∈ N
�
.

3.1. The Lossless Case

Consider the case where the wall processX is i.d.d. with some
given probability mass functionp(x). Suppose that we wish to
code the process losslessly. The somewhat surprising finding is
that the entropy rate of the processZ is H(X ), i.e., the entropy
rate of the wall.

Theorem 1 Denote the entropy rate of the processX by H(X ).
Assume the random walk is symmetric. The entropy rate of the
processZ defined aslimN→∞ H(Z0, . . . , ZN )/N is H(X ).

Proof: See [2]�.
The intuition behind the proof of the above theorem is as fol-

lows. At a sufficient large time instant, an innovation will occur
on either side of the wall. If the previous innovation occurred on



one side, then the next innovation is increasingly likely tooccur
on the same side. As a result, the entropy rate of the process(tnj

)
is zero. If a code is available to encode(tnj

) at the entropy rate,
then one only needs to encode the innovation samples, which can
be done with any rate-distortion code for the original process on
the wallX . Note that instead of coding the process(tnj

), we can
code the equivalent process̃W = (W̃j := Wnj

: j ∈ N).
Theorem 1 can also be seen as a case of remote rate distortion

as described in [3]. In this context, the random walk functions as
a noisy channel with the sourcẽX as its input. In contrast to the
case discussed in [3], here the channel is not memoryless.

Next we present a coding scheme that essentially attains the
entropy rate for the process̃W. It can be shown that the process
W̃ is a two-state non-stationary Markov process with transition
probability given by

P (W̃j = W̃j−1) =
1

j + 1
.

The transition probabilities can be found from an analogy with
the probability of success or failure in the Gambler’s ruin problem
[4].

Thus, forj large, the process will likely remain on the same
state. If the random walk is symmetric, then the process will
change states infinitely often.

3.2. A Possible Code: Shannon + Run-length

Following the result in Theorem 1, we propose a code that even-
tually eliminates the complexity of the process̃W . Notice that the
Lempel-Ziv code is not necessarily optimal as the source is not
stationary. Our proposal uses a run-length code. In this case, we
buffer the runs of equal symbols (“left” or “right” corresponding
to−1 or +1). The runs are then coded according to their probabil-
ity. We can describe the code as follows: supposeN samples have
already been coded. Thus, we start buffering the samplesW̃N ,
W̃N+1, etc., untilW̃N+l 6= W̃N . Denote byL the random vari-
able describing the length of the next run of samples. We codeL
with aShannon code[5]. Thus, ifL = l its codeword length is

ℓN(l) = ⌈− log PN (l)⌉.

Suppose thatN samples have been coded already. A run of
length L occurs if the process changes state at the(N + L)-th
instant. Thus, the probability mass function of the runs at stageN
is

PN (L) = P (WN+L−1 6= WN+L−2)

N+L−2Y
j=N

P (W̃j = W̃j−1)

=
1

N + L

L−2Y
j=0

N + j

N + j + 1

=
1

N + L

N

N + L − 1
, (3)

for L ≥ 1. The explicit form ofPN (L) enables us to construct
a Shannon code for the run-lengths. This code has the property that
the bits per sample spent on each of the runs converges to zeroas
N → ∞, as shown in the next Proposition.

Proposition 2 Consider a Shannon code for the length of runs of
the process(tnj

). Then the average number of bits per sample on
the next run given thatN bits have been coded goes to zero as
N → ∞ at a rate at least as fast asO

�
(log N)2/N

�
. That is,

E

�
ℓN (L)

L

�
≤ C

(log N)2

N
,

for someC > 0

Proof: See [2]�.
The run-length code is a natural code for the processW̃. AsN

grows to infinity, long runs of a given symbol become more likely.
The Shannon code takes advantage of that by assigning short code-
words to the most likely run lengths. The random walk processW
takes 1bit to be coded, whereas the innovation subprocessW̃ take
0 bits on average. This target bit-rate is effectively attained with
the proposed code.

3.3. The Finite Memory Case

The code suggested in the previous section actually requires un-
bounded buffer sizes to accumulate the runs (The runs can have
arbitrarily large length). Suppose we impose a limit on the buffer
complexity. That is, we let the runs be no larger than some maxi-
mum value denoted byK. Then, the probability mass function of
the runs now is given by

P K
N (L) =

1

N + L

N

N + L − 1
I{1≤L<K} +

N

N + K
I{L≥K}.

(4)
Following the previous development we can assign a Shannon

code based on the above probabilities. Thus, whenR ≥ K, we
assign a run of sizeK with codeword length according to its prob-
ability. A result similar to Proposition 2 can easily be derived.

Proposition 3 Consider the Shannon run-length code with the runs
bounded byK. Then the average number of bits per sample of the
next run given thatN bits have already been coded, denoted by

E

h
ℓK
N (L)

L

i
, converges to1/K asN → ∞.

Proof: See [2]�.

4. EXPERIMENTS

In order two illustrate the results of the previous sections, we per-
form two experiments, namely the “video case” and “recording
reality case”.

4.1. Panorama Image Experiment

Consider the panorama image shown in Fig. 3. We simulate a
camera following a symmetric random walk taking snapshots of
the scene around it. The pictures are taken in blocks of 256 x 256
and the random walk step is eight pixels to the right or to the left.
Therefore, following the strategy outlined, at each new state, we
only code the new information, which amounts to a strip of pixels
of size 256 x 8. This is coded with a JPEG compressor with flat
quantization table. To decide whether a state is new, the coder



Fig. 3. Panorama image used in the video experiment,http://panorama.epfl.ch.
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Fig. 4. Simulation of the video case. If the encoder memory
is infinite, the process eventually codes a sequence of pic-
tures that are known to the decoder. If the memory is finite,
then thedéjà vueffect increases the bitrate.

keeps a buffer that stores theMC previous snapshots and, at each
stage, it compares the current snapshot with the ones in the buffer.
Fig. 4 shows the bitrate as a function of time. As suggested by
Proposition 1, in the infinite memory case the code eventually just
code the position of the frames, which amounts to1/(256∗8) bits
per pixel in the symmetric case. By contrast, the case where there
is no memoryMC = 1, every frame is coded and as a result the
rate hovers around the average rate per frame.

4.2. Recording Reality Experiment

We verify the results of Propositions 2 and 3 by simulating the
Shannon code for the run-lengths of new states with computergen-
erated random walks. Thus we apply our proposed code to several
sample paths and average out the results. As Fig. 5 indicates, in the
case where the code has infinite resources, then the coded runs can
be arbitrarily large and consequently the average rate converges to
zero, as Proposition 2 suggests. In the case where we limit the
buffer size toK, the simulation shows the rate converges to1/K ’,
as predicted by Proposition 3.

5. CONCLUSION

We proposed a model to study the information rates and compres-
sion problem of acquiring information from a scene and coding it
for further storage or transmission. In our model we consider two
sources of information represented by samples of the scene and
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Fig. 5. Simulation of the proposed code for the state innova-
tion process. The proposed code with buffer sizeK attains
an entropy rate of roughly1/K.

the complexity of a moving sampler (camera). Within this model,
we have studied two distinct cases: the video case and the “record-
ing reality case”. In the video coding case we discussed a simple
coding strategy that eventually only codes the complexity intro-
duced by the camera motion, provided that infinite resourcesare
available. In the “recording reality case” we have shown that the
complexity of the camera can be reduced to zero. We proposed a
code that attains this complexity reduction under some conditions.
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